
Cereal Area Payments 
– additional £220,000

Chief Minister Tony Brown enjoys lamb
tasting with the two Hairy Bikers at the
DAFF Manx Food Live Theatre at the Royal
Manx Agricultural Show.

CELEBRITY chefs Simon King and Dave
Myers, better known to most of us as the
BBC's Hairy Bikers, have long applauded
the diversity and quality of Island food. 

When they were approached by the “I
Love Manx” campaign to endorse the new
guide, they had no hesitation in agreeing. 

On arrival at the Royal Manx Agricultural
Show, Dave said: 'We've just come up
here for a look around to show our
support to the Manx producers.' 

'If you buy local, seasonal produce, you
are buying a level of quality,' said 
Simon, 'and the producers here are very
skilled. Their products are great and we
love them.' 

'You have world class products here,' he
said, 'They are that good. And it's not
brain surgery really – it's just really good.
Your levels of skill in terms of husbandry,
your livestock and arables and your flour.
It's brilliant.' 

'For an island of this size you do have an
embarrassment of riches,' added Dave. 

They are now publicising their new show –
The Hairy Bakers – which they described
as 'a rock and roll voyage through baking'.

We look forward to following their
progress and success.

To see full video interview with the Hairy
Bikers please see
www.iomtoday.co.im/video

Manx produce is ‘world class’ 
say Hairy Bikers

The bad news has been this year’s
appalling summer weather and the impact
this has had on harvesting but the good
news is that DAFF is making the Cereal
Area Payment in one instalment (rather
than the usual two) and payments have
now been made.

The rate of payment is set in Euros and,
due to the weak pound, producers will

have found that their payment is around
£20 per acre higher than it was this time
last year.  As a consequence, DAFF is
investing around an additional £220,000 in
the cereal sector this year, compared to
2007. Hopefully, this will go some way
towards helping producers deal with a
difficult summer of poor weather and
rising input costs.  
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I know change is always a concern and the changes proposed for the
industry are significant, however, the clear message which farmers are

delivering to me is that ‘doing nothing is not an option.’
Phil Gawne, MHK
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Minister’s comments
As all Manx farmers know, this last few
months has seen one of the wettest
harvests for decades. It has, I’m sure, been
enormously frustrating for farmers watching
a year’s hard work deteriorating by the day,
but the industry is to be congratulated on
its patience and persistence in  salvaging
what it can.
The recent improvement in weather will
have allowed much more of the harvest to
be gathered, giving us an opportunity to
see what difficulties face us in the coming
months and how farmers, the mill and the
department can work together to find
solutions. I am committed to providing what
help I can in these difficult times.
On a more positive note, and as outlined in
July’s Agri- News I am delighted that
subvention is now agreed and the red meat
industry can move forward with greater
confidence. I would like to put on record my
gratitude to Isle of Man Meats and my
agriculture team in DAFF who have worked
tirelessly to get this mechanism in place. 
Whilst there is still much that can be done
to give Manx agriculture the best
environment in which to flourish, it is
essential that the industry works closely
with Isle of Man Meats in actively seeking
opportunities and efficiencies. The
subvention money must not be used
merely to allow the meatplant to operate as
it always has done.  The money must be
used wisely to give demonstrable benefits
to consumers and producers. Failure to do
so will jeopardise the long term likelihood of
continued funding.
The Department is continuing to work
closely with the main industry
representative bodies to ensure that the
Countryside Care Scheme is ready to go to
Tynwald. I have continued to ensure that
the views of the industry have played a key
role in developing the detail of the scheme

which reflects the broad principles agreed
by the industry last winter. It has been
difficult to get the balance right between
accommodating farmers concerns and
ensuring bureaucracy is kept to a minimum
but I believe the Scheme will achieve this.
Global agriculture is changing rapidly. In the
five years I’ve been privileged to be a
member of the Department, agriculture
both here and globally, has moved from
being an industry taken for granted by the
public, reliant on Government for
assistance and with little opportunity to
control its own future, to one which is
recognised as indispensable, valued by
Government for providing an essential
service for the nation and which is
increasingly self reliant and entrepreneurial
in its outlook. Decoupling will allow our
industry much greater freedom to move
forward and become more responsive to
consumer needs. I know change is always
a concern and the changes proposed for
the industry are significant, however, the
clear message which farmers are delivering
to me is that ‘doing nothing is not an
option.’ If you have any concerns about our
policies which you would like addressed
please speak to me, my policy team 
at Rose House, or the Advisory Team 
at Knockaloe.
Decoupling support is not a precise science
and there were a number of options we
could have adopted to reach the same final
point.  It is pleasing to see that some of the
more vocal opponents of decoupling now
accept that it may represent the way
forward. I have always made clear that I
can not guarantee that decoupling will
result in all farmers substantially increasing
their incomes. I have also made clear that
decoupling on its own does not provide the
answer – it must be accompanied by
meatplant subvention, substantially
improved marketing, greater efficiencies

across the whole industry and improved
support from government through a variety
of policy initiatives.
The Isle of Man Agricultural Society’s
recent consumer survey is an example of
the industry being more proactive in its
behaviour.  By better understanding the
market and what consumers are wanting
the industry can make sure it is producing
what consumers need.  The Society are to
be congratulated on taking the initiative
with this work, which is exactly the sort of
think-tank, vision setting agenda which it
should be focussed upon.
What I know that all but a handful of
farmers are agreed on, is that the current
system is failing and a new way forward
must be found.  
Over the past two or three years I have
asked for new ideas to be brought forward
to reform and restructure our industry and
the only workable ‘support’ solution
supported by farmers was a decoupled
payment system. I’m sure that a new
Countryside Care Scheme which gives
farmers the freedom to decide how they
wish to run their farms, together with a
variety of other support and policy initiatives
to ensure that farmers are able to compete
on a level playing field, will give all our
farmers the best chance of not just
surviving, but thriving in the future.
Rather than paying substantial sums to
producers to over-produce food which is
exported and sold at little more than cost
price in cheap UK markets we can develop
a better system. Tynwald supported in April
a vision for agriculture that will ensure that
we retain the capacity in the isle of Man to
feed our own people. I am committed to
delivering this vision and with your support
it will happen.



Winter Meetings
Programme – mark it 
in your diary!
“Practice into Profit”
By Chris Kneale, Agricultural Adviser

The DAFF Advisory Service is pleased to
announce its provisional “practice into
profit” winter meeting dates. 

October 23rd Sheep
November 13th Dairy

December 11th Forage production

January To be announced

February 5th Crops

We are currently confirming our speakers
for these events to be held at the Glen
Helen Hotel and will publish the details
nearer the time.

Organic Horticulture
Alan Schofield is due to begin his series of
workshops on 27 – 29th October visiting
individual growers. Those that received a
visit from Alan last year will be contacted
shortly to arrange a time if a site visit is

required. Alan will also be available for site
visits to new interested parties considering
organic vegetable production.

Alan then intends to run a series of workshops
over the following months as follows:

November 24th workshop on weeds 
and weed control

January 26th workshop on pests 
and pest control

March 2nd workshop on storage 
techniques and 
elongating the season

Countryside Care Scheme By Kim Etherton, Countryside Care Scheme Project Officer
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In this issue of Agri-News, you will find a
special insert which seeks to bring you up
to date with the key areas of this new
Scheme. It’s impossible to deal with every
detail in such a short space so we will be
working on a new Countryside Care
Scheme website which will include
frequently asked questions and their
answers. We will also be giving a number
of presentations later this year, providing
an over view of the Scheme being
presented to Tynwald – these will help
you keep right up to date with progress
and provide an opportunity to ask
questions.  Once the Scheme has been
approved, there will be a series of
practical workshops where you can get
help with, for example, cross compliance,

understanding eligible and ineligible land
and how to apply for a payment under the
new Scheme.   Please note therefore that
the contents of the insert remain subject
to Tynwald approval. 

The insert also makes it clear that some
issues are still under discussion both
within the Department and externally with
the Industry Advisory Committee.  The
latter is made up of representatives of
various agricultural sectors and they have
been meeting frequently over the last few
months to help DAFF staff thrash out the
details of the Scheme.  To look at the
meeting’s minutes, go to http://www.gov/
im/daff/consultancy/industry_ac.xml
Many apologies for the fact that the
minutes have not been uploaded quickly

over the last few months but they are
available now. 

It’s great to see Manx farmers feature in
the Farmer’s Guardian in the last few
weeks. The picture portrayed is that,
whilst farming on the Isle of Man is facing
its fair share of trials including wet
weather and increasing fuel and other
input costs, they have a mainly positive
view about the Countryside Care Scheme
and the opportunities it presents. Whilst
some will find it more difficult than others
to fine tune their farming activities to
better deliver what customers want, there
is broad agreement that this is the way
forward.  Hopefully Agri-News will be able
to feature some successful ideas in the
future as the Scheme proceeds.

Cushag Control By John Harrison, Field Officer

Start now for next season

There are husbandry, physical and chemical
methods available to deal with Cushags.
Control starts with good grassland
management. Poached and over grazed
swards provide an ideal environment for
weed seed germination. Using good grassland
management practices; such as maintaining
adequate soil pH, phosphate and potash levels,
to create a dense vigorous sward, will help
prevent Cushag infestation in the first place.

Physical techniques include cutting, pulling
and grazing with sheep and goats. Cutting is
the least effective method of Cushag control.
Whilst it can reduce seed production, it can
promote the perennialisation of the Cushag,
meaning that it re-grows more vigorously
the following year.  Stock also have to be
kept out of the field until the plants have
completely rotted away. 

Pulling can be effective when populations
are low. Care must be taken to ensure

that the entire root is removed and
suitable gloves must be worn because the
poisons can be absorbed through skin.

Sheep can be used to graze light to
moderate infestations of Cushag in winter
and   early spring. However these sheep
should not be young or pregnant.

Chemical treatments vary depending on the
severity of the infestation spot treatment is
possible with low infestations with
Citronella oil (Barrier H) or Glyphosate.

For severe infestations overall treatment
with an appropriate selective herbicide is
required if Cushags are to be effectively
controlled. Recent findings suggest that
best control is achieved if fields are
treated in the autumn and then again in
the following spring. The main herbicide
treatments are based on MCPA and 2,4-D
both individually and in mixtures; a good
example being ‘Headland Polo’. At the
dose rates required to control Cushags

these chemicals can kill or severely
damage clover. In this situation Asulam
(‘Asulox’) can be used, but is not as
effective as MCPA or 2,4-D mixtures. 

There is field evidence to suggest that
the sequential use of amidosulfuron
(‘Squire’) and MCPA can give good levels
of control and be safe on clover. 

With all chemical treatments it is
essential that all stock are removed from
fields during the spraying operation and
for at least 3-4 weeks afterwards and /
or until the Cushag foliage has rotted. 

For further advice on timings and chemical
rates please contact the Agricultural
Advisory Service at Knockaloe 842335.
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The Department of Agriculture, Fisheries
and Forestry has again been helping to
raise the profile of the farming industry. 

Agricultural Shows are great venues to
showcase and promote local food to the
public and the Southern Agricultural Show
attracted a record number of 21,000
people. If the weather had been favourable
for the Royal Manx Agricultural Show then
they could well have exceeded this figure.   

The chefs’ performances in the Manx Food
Live Theatre at the Royal Manx
Agricultural Show were very well
attended.  Local chefs Dave Buttery and
Steve Quirke cooked culinary delights
showing how our tasty local produce can
be prepared and also highlighted the work
of the suppliers on the Island.  

Celebrity Chef Kevin Woodford entertained
the crowds with a “Can’t Cook Won’t
Cook” show, with Chief Minister Tony
Brown and Kevin Ford from the 3FM
Breakfast Show.  Both volunteers

struggled to keep up with the pace of
cooking and the Chief Minister literally
ended up with “egg” on his face.  All
performances showed visitors  the great
range of Manx produce on offer.     

A “meet the buyer” evening was also held
which attracted over 90 guests.  Ministers,
MHK’s, Chief Executives, farmers,
producers and key industry people met
with buyers from schools, IOM college,
Noble’s Hospital, IOM Prison, hotels and
restaurants to discuss ways to improve
the purchasing and selling of Manx food.
These events all help to put a name to
the face and encourage people to network
and make contact in the future.  

We were fortunate to get the two Hairy
Bikers, Simon King and Dave Myers to
attend and launch the “Guide to Manx
produce” whilst they were on the Island
for the Queenie Festival.  The celebrities
not only signed copies of the Guide but
also found time to sign wellies! They
spoke highly of the Island and it’s food,

which for them ticked all the boxes when
it comes to quality, freshness and
traceability.     

Finally, winner of the DAFF silver cup for
the “best small food producer stand” at the
Southern Agricultural Show was Island
Seafare, with runner up Purely Plants.  At
the Royal Manx Agricultural Show it was
Staarvey Farm who won the cup, with
runner up Greeba Farm mushrooms.  DAFF
were pleased to receive the silver cup for
the best stand at the Southern Show.

What a show! By Audrey Fowler, Marketing Officer

Proof of the Lamb is in the Tasting! By Andrew Macdonald, Agricultural Adviser

Isle of Man Meats have suggested that a
1st cross with the Loaghtan breed of
sheep would provide a uniquely Manx
sheepmeat product. Loaghtan is reported,
in pure-bred form, to have several
differentiated characteristics such as
flavour and detectably lower intramuscular
fat content. These features might 
provide a consumer with the ability to
“taste the difference” in such a product
which would improve the sustainability of
the product.

As a result, a trial comparing 3 different
crosses is being undertaken at Knockaloe
and 2 other farms in the island.

Many of the lambs at Knockaloe have
already been supplied to the abattoir,
which answers the question “Can a
Loaghtan cross be finished in 16-20 weeks
from birth, rather than the reported 15-18
months for a pure-bred”.  

However, not all of the lambs have been
sold yet, and the situation is similar on

the other 2 farms.  As such, full results of
physical and financial performance to
slaughter are not yet available.  

What is available is the results of the taste
trial carried out at the Royal Manx Show.  78
members of the public were invited to blind
taste and score 3 different lamb roasts.  All
lambs were reared in the same way at
Knockaloe, were killed on the same day, were
of similar carcass weight, and were cooked in
the same way by chef Rob Creasey.
Following is a table of the tasting results:

Mule ewe Mule ewe Loaghtan ewe x
x Loaghtan sire (A) Position x terminal sire (B) Position terminal sire (C) Position

Tenderness 7.00 2nd 7.21 1st 6.18 3rd

Juiciness 7.38 1st 7.27 2nd 6.52 3rd

Flavour 7.30 2nd 7.35 1st 6.44 3rd

Texture 6.92 2nd 7.18 1st 6.17 3rd

Overall 7.22 2nd 7.56 1st 6.45 3rd
satisfaction

Overall, all of the lambs scored better than
average in all categories, with very little to
choose between the Loaghtan cross lamb
from a Mule ewe and the terminal sire
cross lamb from a Mule ewe.  Further
taste tests are planned for later in the

year, as is analysis of meat samples from
the various different crosses to look at the
intramuscular fat content comparisons.  

We also intend to repeat the trial at
Knockaloe for lambing season 2009 to

look at repeatability and the influence 
of different Loaghtan sires on lamb
performance and carcass weight 
and conformation.



Agricultural Wages Board for the Isle of Man
7.1% pay increase for agricultural workers By Nigel Taylor, Higher Executive Officer, Forestry Division

The Agricultural Wages Board for the Isle
of Man has made its 2008 Order which
increases by 7.1% the minimum rates of
wages for all agricultural (including
horticultural) workers in the Isle of Man
with effect from 1st October 2008.  This
raises the adult ordinary grade worker
rate to £6.57 per hour.  

The Board has also made Regulations
which will be considered by Tynwald in
October.  These will increase rates for
tied cottages by a similar percentage.

Provision for maximum deductions from
pay for employees receiving board and
lodging from employers has been
removed.  Any continuing deductions
would require compliance with the
provisions of the Minimum Wages Act.

We received a very good response to the
‘yellow forms’ which were sent out with
the Department’s annual agricultural
returns.  These forms asked for employee
information for use by the Wages Board.
The information has been very useful and

we would like to thank everyone who
returned the forms.

Full details of the rates set by the Order
and Regulations may be obtained from
the Secretary to the Board, telephone
801263 or email nigel.taylor@gov.im.
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I love Manx By Alison Teare, I Love Manx Co-ordinator

In the July edition of Agri News we
welcomed any suggestions you may 
have for promoting our agricultural
industry and our fabulous local produce. 

I am delighted to report that your
response has been tremendous.

One such idea from Graham Crowe led to
arguably one of the largest promotional
achievements that had been witnessed on
the Isle of Man. ‘Thanks for choosing
Manx’ carved into the magnificent hills of
East Baldwin would not have been
possible without the generosity of the
Caley family who allowed their land to be
utilized. We would also like to extend our
thanks to members of the Manx National
Farmers’ Union,  Federation of Young
Farmers, DAFF employees and the many
farming families for their tenacity in
working tirelessly to measure, peg, mow
and paint this message.

Your idea doesn’t have to be on such a
grandiose scale, even a small suggestion
like that of Mrs Ann Corlett, a member of
Ballabeg Women’s Institute, can be
progressed at future events. Ann suggested

she would like to develop her idea of
producing family friendly recipes using
Manx produce on a budget.

Chef and well known ambassador of Manx
produce Steve Quirke, came forward with
a suggestion that led to an ‘I Love Manx’
initiative resulting in a Food/Tourism trial
at the Sea Terminal. 

Producers displayed and retailed a wide array
of local produce to four hundred day trip
passengers returning to Whitehaven. This
has consequently led to some very positive
dialogue with the Department of Tourism.

‘Thanks for choosing Manx’ has been
heard loud and clear and received with
unanimous and enthusiastic praise by the
many people I have spoken to. One
delighted lady told us “I have always
intended to buy Manx produce, now I
make sure I do!” 

This initiative has been designed to be a
highly visual campaign, fresh, bright and
upbeat. The appearance of twelve
hundred ‘Thanks for choosing Manx’ jute
bags certainly was a talking point at the

Royal Manx
Show.  We
have been
inundated
with requests
for the bags and
a second delivery is
scheduled to arrive on the Island in
October. It is our aim to have three
thousand bags and their proud owners
shopping for Manx produce by Christmas.
Ultimately it is the added value that the
message conveys that is the key.  You can
purchase bags from the Manx National
Farmers’ Union office, Agriculture House,
Cronkbourne or, alternatively you may be
a member of an organisation or club that
could sell an entire box, in which case 
you should contact Alison Teare directly
on 337865.

Finally a huge thank you to those fearless
farmers who kindly agreed to appear in
the ‘Thanks for choosing Manx’
promotional images, their involvement
and support has been crucial to our
success and a real boost to the campaign.

Laxey Glen Mills has recently achieved the
all important farm assurance accreditation
which adds to the milling wheat growers
own efforts in securing full accreditation
for their crops and completes the chain
from milling wheat growers to flour
production.   As a spin off  - this also
means that all wheatings supplied by the

Mill are classed as Farm Assured too.
Particular credit is due to Mill Manager,
Sandra Donnelly, who worked extremely
hard to ensure that the accreditation 
was achieved.

Whereas many of us have always known
the quality of Laxey Glen Mills flour, the

Mill will now be in a position to provide
new (and existing)  buyers guarantees of
good standards of crop production and
food safety which is backed up by
independent inspection on an annual basis

Laxey Glen Mills achieves quality standard 
By Colin Brown – Chairman, Laxey Glen Mills 
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As the Agricultural industry undergoes
many changes it is important to remember
that through the workings of three
government departments (Education,
Agriculture & Industry) we are able to
maintain training to Agricultural and
Environmental Apprentices. 

The NVQ courses start in October each
year with an introductory week – with
courses such as Health and Safety from
Mr. Tim Pain, Animal Health and Welfare
from Mr. Richard Ashworth, Safe Lifting
and Handling (IOM College), First Aid and
a general guide to the NVQ course.
Generally, Level 2 is expected to be
completed in 2 years and Level 3 in the
following year. This allows the employer 3
year’s support from the DTI  for

permitting on-farm assessments of the
apprentices and for the occasional training
day. In year one the payments to
employers are £40 per week reducing to
£30 per week in year 2 and £20 in year 3. 

Over the two years, the students are
encouraged to undertake all the DAFF-run
courses, which are free to apprentices, as
well as many other courses that are
beneficial to their working environment –
such as sheep shearing, cattle foot
trimming and use of chainsaws. The
course is verified by an independent
inspector from the UK and the students
receive a nationally-recognised award.
Having gained Level 3, apprentices are
entitled to receive craftsmen’s wages in
the Isle of Man.

The introductory week this year starts
October 20th at Knockaloe and, if anyone
is interested, please contact either
Caroline Perry on 490488 or myself on
490267. Mr. Ed Costain from the DTI
usually meets the new apprentices during
this week to ensure he has all the
employers’ details.

NVQs in Agriculture and Environmental Conservation
By Paula Creer, NVQ Assessor

Heathland Management for Livestock and
Wildlife, Fire Protection and Landscape 
Registered or Unregistered – Your Rights and Responsibilities
Monday 29th September at 7.30 pm at Glen Helen Inn By Nigel Taylor, Higher Executive Officer, Forestry Division

The Forestry, Amenity and Lands Division,
in conjunction with the Agricultural
Services Division and the Fire & Rescue
Service, is holding a heathland/vegetation
management seminar for landowners and
other interested people and organisations. 

The purpose of this event will be to:

• Discuss the benefits of vegetation
management for livestock, wildlife and
fire protection;

• Give practical advice on management
techniques including burning;

• Discuss the principles and framework 
of the Heath Burning Act and Code;

• Give practical advice on fire safety on
open land and details of the fire service
vehicles and equipment used on open
land fires;

• Provide information on fire protection
and prevention and the inspection
service offered by the Fire Service;

• Discuss how vegetation management
fits with cross compliance aspects of the
proposed Countryside Care Scheme.

This seminar will be held, with supper, 
at the Glen Helen Inn at 7.30 pm on
Monday, 29th September 2008.  

Should you wish to attend, please
telephone the Forestry Division on
801263 or email forestry@gov.im in
order to confirm numbers.

The Game Order provides closed seasons
for various species classified as Game.
The Order is made under powers
conferred by section 9 (1) (a) and (b) of
the Game Act 1957 (a).

The Department proposes to amend the
Game Order.  It is proposed to retain the
ban on shooting Grey Partridge, but reduce
the general close season for Partridge, to

run from 1st February to 30th September.
The current close season is 1st January to
30th September. This will enable an
extended season for the shooting of Red-
Legged Partridge.  Your comments on this
proposal are invited.  

Comments are also invited on the
suggested further reduction of the closed
season for Partridge to end on 31st August.

Should you wish to discuss the proposals
further, please contact Nigel Taylor at the
Forestry Division, telephone 801263.

Comments should be submitted to Nigel
Taylor by 17th October 2008.

Proposed variation to the Game Order
By Nigel Taylor, Higher Executive Office, Forestry Division
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The Island Scab Campaign has
commenced again for another year.
Please be aware that under the Sheep
Scab (Control) Order 2001 it is necessary
that all sheep keepers treat all sheep on
their holding, including strays, in this
period. This is to achieve the maximum
benefit and cost effectiveness for the
industry in reducing the incidence of 
sheep scab. 

Please Note:
Sheep must not be moved off holdings
within this period unless they have 
been treated or are going for 
immediate slaughter.

The Four principles for optimum
control of Sheep Scab:

1. Improve and maintain fencing to
eliminate straying

2. Co-ordinate treatments 
with neighbours

3. Gather all sheep for treatment and
treat all sheep (including strays)

4. Isolate and treat all purchased
sheep from whatever source, no
matter what time of the year. 

Products Approved under the Veterinary
Directorate for 1 treatment use are as follows:

Horned Cattle and risk of reduced value 
By Phil Teare, Managing Director, IOM Meats

A reminder to all cattle producers from 
Isle of Man Meats Managing Director, 
Phil Teare – 

“Please ensure that all cattle presented 
to the abattoir for slaughter are dehorned
before being booked.  We have noted 
a recent increase in the number of 
cattle being presented which have not
been dehorned. 

Horned cattle can cause a major problem
in the abattoir, in that they risk damaging
other cattle, as well as presenting a major
health and safety risk to hauliers and
abattoir employees.  At a farm level, these
cattle not only present a risk to farmers
and farm workers, but also to other
animals, both by bullying and by damaging
muscle and hide on other animals.  

Horned cattle will be liable to the risk of a
significant payment penalty, so please try
to ensure all cattle are dehorned before
being presented, whilst ensuring all Farm
Assurance requirements on dehorning
standards are met.  If you have any
queries on this issue, please do not
hesitate to contact me at Isle of Man
Meats, on 01624 674346”

Live to dead workshops By David Cain, Meat Grader

The live to dead workshops have proved
very successful.  The second workshops
for beef and lamb held in July and August
were well received with maximum
numbers attending. 

There are two further sessions scheduled
for beef on 21st October and 25th
November, the latter of which has been
added due to producer interest.  

Although these are fully booked further
dates will be arranged according to demand. 

Please contact the Meat Plant on 473679
to register your interest.

Sheep Scab compulsory treatment By Andrew Qualtrough, Animal Health Officer

DIPS

Organo Phosphorous
COOPERS ALL SEASON FLY and SCAB 
COOPERS ECTOFORCE SHEEP DIP
OSMONDS GOLD FLEECE SHEEP DIP
PARACIDE PLUS

(*)High - cis cypermethrin 
AURIPLAK FLY AND SCAB DIP      
ECOFLEECE SHEEP DIP 
YOUNG’S ROBUST

INJECTIONS

CYDECTIN (Moxidectin as the active ingredient)
ZERMEX (Moxidectin as the active ingredient)
DECTOMAX ( Doramectin as the active ingredient)
PRONTAX ( Doramectin as the active ingredient)

If you have sold or disposed of your sheep
please contact the Department as above to
enable us to up date our records. 

Keepers must notify the Animal Health
Division, on 685844, at least 48 hours
prior to treating their sheep.                    

Sheep treated by injection should not be
moved for a period of at least two weeks,
please see manufacturer’s recommendations.

Any keepers of sheep who have not
received a notice from the Department
please contact the Animal Health Division
to register their sheep holding under the
Sheep and Goat Identification Order 2000.

If you have any further queries with regard
the above please do not hesitate to contact
the Animal Health Division 685844.

Blue tongue

To keep up to date on the Island situation
more information can be found at
www.gov.im/daff/bluetongue.xml

(*) Marketing Licence currently withdrawn. However, farm stocks, which are in date, will be allowed during the treatment period. If you have any
further queries or questions please do not hesitate to contact the Animal Health Division. 
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Contact Information

Market Trends By Chris Kneale, Agricultural Adviser 

Details of how the graphs have been calculated can be found at: www.gov.im/daff/News/agricultural.xml

Cattle. The price of beef continues to rise
across the board which is good news to
the industry. There is still the issue
surrounding the industry as to whether
supply or demand will get the upper hand
in the market place and we have to ask
just how long will prices continue to rise?.
Industry reports already suggest that
retailers are struggling to encourage
shoppers to accept the price increases. UK
market prices did dip sharply a few weeks
ago and this allowed IoM price to catch
up, let’s hope prices can remain in touch
with UK markets which hopefully, will be
reflected in the suckler sales market.

Lamb. The increased lamb prices
received from spring onwards held up for
longer than previous years and has
remained high has been a welcome sign

for the industry.  Tightening supplies of
NZ lamb, poor weather and favourable
exchange rates are helping maintain those
increased prices.  However the declining
UK sheep numbers suggest that the
increases are still not enough for some UK
farmers to remain in sheep production.  

Pigs. Pork prices continue to climb and
would appear to have tailed off slightly in
the UK where as the IOM price has
finally regained its advantage over UK
price. UK prices have only been higher in
1996 when the beef industry struggled
with BSE and consumers looked for
alternative meats. Pig production is down
throughout the UK and Europe and
market reports suggest there is potential
for further increases in pig prices by the
end of the year. Fingers crossed!    

Milk. No clear trend can be traced on
the market prices to date.  It will be
interesting see how the price develops
over the coming months as winter milk
begins to flow, and with the current
weather conditions surely increasing the
costs of production to maintain yields.
There are some mixed industry
predictions out there, with some
commentators suggesting there are good
times to come and some others
suggesting that the low price supermarket
own brand yogurts and milk will have a
negative impact on prices. How these
initiatives translate to local IoM prices are
yet to be seen, however. The long term
future of milk production is seen by some
as secure and rosy but just how far away
those times are is the question?


